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SCENARIOS & VARIANTS

FIREFIGHT ALONE

A System for Solitaire Play
by Robert A. Kunz
Two scenario and va riant articles in one issue of
MOVES! Qu ick, Martha; t he Flit! Actually, staff
readers have indicated t ha t this arti cl e is
knowle dgeably written and has recl eemin g social
valu e. I'm not qualified to analyze Fire Figh r an y
mo re (my t iny brain co mpletel\, erased the rules in
favo r of 86 more rece nt titlesl. In the min ds 01
others, howeve r, FireFighl has not been supplanted IMech War 2 bein g a tri fl e el ephan t in e).
So those lo\,al to our olle 8nd only 'con trac t' game
- RAS
- enjoy.

''To fight. ana win the tirst battle of the
next war. "I T hat is the s tated objective of the
U.S. Army. Firejighf1. is one of the tools used
by the Army to trai n company level leaders to
"win the first battle." It is designed to
challenge both the military and non-military
garners in the proper use of small unit tactics ,
maneuver techniques, terrain , and suppressive fire.3 It does these things well, but it
has one minor drawback: it requires a player
for the Soviet side who not only knows the
rules of play, but also has an understanding
of Soviet tactics and has experience in interfacing these tactics with the game's
mechanics. A player with these qualifications
is not always available. This article offers a
solution to this problem by describing a
solitaire version of Firejight.
The U.S. commander in Firejight faces
a Soviet force that routinely uses standardized organizations, formations, and tactics .
Because of this standardization, it is possible
to develop a solitaire game that accurately
simulates Soviet tactical doctrine. The
following scenarios and rules have been
developed using the Soviet tactics described
in current U.S. Army publications .4
First, it may be helpful to review Soviet
small unit tactics. The Firejight Supplement
gives a general description of Soviet doctrine,
as well as the organization of the Soviet
units. Therefore, the following discussion is
directed specifically toward Soviet platoon,
company, and battalion level tactics with emphasis on formations and fire support as they
relate to Firejightscenarios.

Soviet Offensive Tactics
The goal of the Soviet attack is to push
through weakly held areas and disrupt the
enemy rear, rather than to seize enemy defensive positions and key terrain. Strongly held
enemy defensive positions are freely bypassed and left for following units to mop up.

The Soviets do not normally use fire and
movement, but continuously advance by firing from short halts. Heavy losses are accepted if the advance can be sustained.
The Soviets believe the meeting engagement will be the most common form of combat on the modern battlefield. It will normally follow and advance to contact with initial
actions carried out by the reconnaissance
elements. The Soviet battalion does not have
an organic recon platoon, so the recon
elements come from either the regimental
recon company or from designated platoons
of the motorized rifle companies . In any
case, the recon vehicles move as pairs about
100 meters apart. The pair operates about
1000 meters ahead of the lead company and
probes for unguarded routes.
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The Soviet battalion will maneuver and
conduct probing attacks to find gaps or an
exposed flank in any defensive line it encounters. It will then conduct a hasty attack
to exploit the weak point. If the attacking
force is halted, it will form a hasty defense
and wait for following units to continue the
advance . A three-to-one superiority is considered necessary to conduct a sustained
offensive, and if possible forces are massed
to achieve a six-to-one superiority.5
The Soviet motorized rifle battalion
conducts a hasty attack on a 1500 meter front
with two companies on line and one com-

pany following 1000 to 2000 meters to the
rear. Alternatively, the battalion could
employ three companies on line. Each reinforced motorized rifle company is deployed
with a platoon of four tanks on line on a 500
meter front with ten BMP's on line, following 300 meters behind, as illustrated in Figure
1. Nalurally, these distances may vary
somewhat, depending on the situation, but
they tend to be more standardized than in
U .S. units.
The Soviet lank battalion normally conducts a hasty attack with three companies on
line on a 2000 meter front. Each tank company is deployed on line as shown in Figure 2.
A battalion conducting a hasty attack will
normally be supported by three artillery batteries of on-call fires .
If the hasty attack cannnot overcome
the enemy resistance, the Soviets then plan a
deliberate attack . The goal of the deliberate
attack is to break through the enemy ' s forward defense to allow exploitation forces to
pass through. The breakthrough attack is
characterized by narrower attack frontages
and extensive artillery support.
Tank units are normally used in the
deliberate attack for both the breakthrough
and the exploitation force . A tank battalion
conducts a breakthrough attack with two
tank companies abreast, followed by a
mo torized rifle company 400 meters to the
rear, and a third tank company 400 meters
further to the rear. The lead tank companies
are normally deployed with two platoons on
line and a third platoon 200 meters to the rear
(Figure 3).
Artillery is essen tial to the success of the
breakthrough attack. A first echelon battalion will have six to nine artillery batteries
in support. These batteries fire a concentrated preparation lasting from 30 minutes to
an hour. The preparatory fires are intended
to destroy enemy forces in immediate contact
and neutralize enemy supporting fires. The
fires are shifted when the lead elements of the
attack approach to within 200 to 400 meters.
As the fires are lifted, the lead Soviet
companies assault the enemy positions . The
infantry remains mounted unless either forced out of their, carriers by enemy fire, or required to clear obstacles. The assault force
normally continues through the objective.
Primary emphasis is placed on penetrating
enemy defenses to carry the battle to the
enemy rear, rather than seiz.ing and consolidating on terrain objectives.
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Soviet Defensive Tactics
The Soviets consider defensive action as
a temporary measure to gain time or to
economize in one area to provide more forces
in another area. The Soviets recognize two
forms of defense - the hasty defense and the
deliberate defense. The hasty defense is used
during temporary halts, and the deliberate
defense is used when the halt will be for more
than a few hours. The hasty defense is
characterized by company-sized strong
points with all-around defense, backed by
large reserves. The deliberate defense is
characterized by battalion-sized strong
points, successive defensive belts, and a
strong counterattack force .
The motorized rifle company usually
defends a zone 2000 meters wide. The first
echelon companies are normaLly reinforced
with a tank platoon. The defensive area is
organized into platoon strong points forming
two lines of defense. Two platoons are on the
first defensive line, and one platoon is on the
second defensive line, about 450 meters to

the rear. The platoons occupy defensive
zones of about 500 meters (Figure 4). The
tanks are dug in between the first and second
defensive zones.
There is little general firing from
frontline positions until the enemy attack is
definitely underway. When the enemy
reaches a line about 400 meters from the first
defensive line, the artillery barrages are fired,
and the enemy is brought under anti-tank
fire. Here the enemy also encounters mine
fields and 0 bstacles.
Soviet tank companies defend an area
up to 1000 meters wide. Two tank platoons
occupy the first defensive line, and one tank
platoon occupies a second defensive line
about 400 meters to the rear. The tank platoons occupy a frontage of 300 to 400 meters.
Individual tanks are dug in and are located to
support each otheL One motorized rifle platoon is normally assigned to each tank company to provide close-in support. In broken
terrain, two or three tanks may occupy ambush positions in front of the first defensive
line and in gaps between platoons.

FIGURE 1: Reinforced Motorized Rifle Company Attack Formation

As the enemy approaches the defensive
position, the tank company concentrates fire
on the mos t threatened approaches, and artillery fire is called in. The targets are engaged at 1000 to 2000 meters. Tanks are
maneuvered to meet threats. The infantry
units fire on enemy personnel and supplement tank fire with their anti-tank fire.
At company level, there is not much difference between the conduct of the hasty
defense and the deliberate defense. Naturally, the deliberate defense a.IJows more time
for the preparation of defensive positions,
gun emplacement,. mine fields, and artilley
support. But the main difference is the
deliberate defense is a series of successive
belts of defense, up to 30 kilometers in depth.

Solitaire Firejigh.' Rules and Scenarios
GENERAL RULE:
The following modificatiol1.l of the Firefight rules
reflect the Soviet tactics at platoon and company
level. These rules are not intended to be allinclusive, but to provide a framework with which
an intelligent player can create the elements of
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realism and surprise that a U.S. company commander would face on a modern battlefield. In
cases not specifically covered by these rules, or
when a Soviet unit has more than one option, the
unit will take the course of action that is most
favorable to the Soviet force. In cases where there
is no clear-cut advantage to the Soviet force,
Soviet course of action can be determined by a roll
ora die.

DIRECT FIRE:
All vehicles of a Soviet platoon mass their fire on a
single target. whenever possible (see Case 6.3). If
there is more than one U.S. target to fire at, the
Soviet platoon will fire at the target that poses the
greatest threat.

MOVEMENT:
In Soviet offensive scenarios, each attacking
Soviet unit is given an entrance and an exit hex .
T he line between these two points describes the
route of advance of the Soviet unit. The unit enters
the map with the center of mass on the entrance
hex in the formations given in Figure ! , 2, or 3 for
that unit. The unit then moves on the route of advance toward the exit hex. The unit may deviate up
to three hexes from this route to gain more cover,
avoid restrictive terrain , etc. Company-sized units

maintain the company formation to the maximum
extent possible. Individual vehicles normally move
at the maximum movement rate, but they adjust
their rate of march as necessary to maintain their
approximate relative location in the company formation

Special Rules
INDIRECT FIRE:
The Soviets have On Call Fire (Case 8.11) plotted
for the hexes indicated. Each Game-Turn that a
u .S. unit is within three hexes of a target hex, an
Impact marker is picked at random and placed on
the target hex . The fire is rhen checked for scatter
and effect. The resulting impact hex becomes the
target hex for the next Indirect Fire Phase. Artillery hexes listed with (S) are smoke targets (Section 14.0).

The Soviets normally do not use overwatch fire at
company level. If a U.S. unIt is spotted within 20
hexes of a Soviet tank , the tank fires at the U.S.
unit using the Short Halt Technique (Section 17.0).
All tanks within a platoon normally fire at the
same target. If the Soviet company comes under
effective anti-tank fire, the BMP's in the company
halt and return fire. T he BMP's, however, must
maintain a distance of 6 to 10 hexes from the lead
tank platoons of that company . If there are no
tanks present, the BMP's maintain the momentum
of the attack halting and firing only once every
three turns. Normally, one platoon will halt and
fire at a target wh ile the other BMP's continue.
The next turn, another platoon halts and fires, and
so on until the anti-lank fi re has been suppressed
or by-passed. The infantry remains mounted and
fires from their BMP (Section 16.0).
When defending, Soviet vehicles can move up to
four hexes to obtain betler firing positions.

GAME LENGTH:

U.S. ATTACK (Map B)

The game lasts until the U.S. forces have secured
Hill 492 (occupied by U.S. units not under Soviet
direct fire, and no Soviet units within four hexes of
hex 2832) or until lweI ve U.S. vehicles have been
destroyed.

FIGURE 2:
Tank Company Attack Formation

MINES:
If a u .S. unit enters a plotted mine hex, a die is
rolled. The result of the roll, plus three, is the Attack Strength of the hex. The U .S. unit is then attacked with that number of Points {Section 18.0).

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The U.S. P layer receives one point for each
destroyed Soviet unit and one point for each U.S.
unit within three hexes of hex 2832. The Soviets
receive one point for each destroyed U.S. vehicle.

GENERAL SITUATION:
A V.S. tank-heavy company team has been
ordered to seize the high ground northeast of
Gerlafingen as part of a battalion attack. A Soviet
company is defending in zone with a platoon-sized
strong point on Hill 492 (hex 2832).

TASK ORGANIZATION:
V.S. Forces: Two armor platoons, one mechanized platoon; Organic Support: twO 4.2" mortars;
Direct Support: two 155mm.

SOVIET ATTACK (Both Maps)
Note: See diagram on page 3 of rules booklet.

GENERAL SITUATION:
Soviet forces are expected to attack from the north
with a battalion-sized force in this sector. A U.S.
infantry-heavy company team has been ordered to
occupya battle position north of Rle . 298.

TASK ORGANIZATION:

U.s. Forces: Attack and seize the high ground
vicinity hex 2832.

u.s. Forces: One armored platoon, two mechanized platoons (infantry in Improved Positions), four
TOW's; Organ ic Support : three 8tmm mortars ,
two4.2" mortars; Direct Suppon: twO 155mm.

DEPLOYMENT

MISSION:

u.s. Forces: Enter north edge of Map B.

u.s. Forces: Occupy and defend Baltle Position 1,
located generally between hex 1134 (Map B) and
hex 1230 (Map A).

MISSION:

Soviet :Forces; Soviet units are deployed following
the U.S. Movement Phase in Game-T urn 7. A t the
completion of the U.S. Movement Phase, a die is
rolled and the result cross-referenced on the
following table to determine Soviet deployment.
Die Soviet Force
BMP (with infantry*): 2027,2625, 3024,
3826. T-62: 3029, 1632. Artillery: 1913,
21J2, 2018, 3215. Minefield: 3328 - 3727.
2 BMP: 0825, 2732, 2526, 3024. T-62: 2027,
3029. Artillery: 2020(S), 2013(S), 2319(S),
3216(S). Minefield: 3425-3928.
3 BMP: 0532,2732,2930,3230. T-62: 1632,
3131. Artillery: 2029, 21 13(S) , 3127, 3529.
Minefield: 2331 - 2828.
4 BMP: 1632,2732,3029,3 331. T-62: 1838 .
Artillery: 3530, 3 J 27, 2529, 2029.
Minefields: 3328- 3529, 2729-2928.
5 BMP: 0825, 2027, 2831 , 3024. T-62: 3029,
3628 . Artillery: 20 19(S), 21 J3(S), 2529,
2827. Minefield: 3325-3922.
6 BMP: 1733 , 2930, 3227, 3427. T-62: 1838,
2732 . Arlillery: 2628, 2927, 3227, 3427.
Minefields: 3328-3529, 1731-1930.
"Each BMP has twO fireteams employed in Improved Positions in adjacent hexes (see I<'igure 4).

DEPLOYMENT:
After the U.S. company learn has been deployed, a
die is rolled to determine the deployment of the
Soviet f orce. Each Soviet company is given ali entrance hex. Th is means the center vehicle of the
company enters on that hex, and the rest of the
company enters in the app ropr iate formation. The
company then moves from north to south usi ng
the entrance hex row as its axis of advance.
Die Soviet Deployment
A Soviet lan k battalion is making three attacks to probe fo r gaps or flanks in the
U. S. defense to continue the advance . Tank
co. (see Figure 2) enters hex 1101 (Map B)
on Game-Turn I; Lank co. enters hex
3301(B) on Game-Turn 5; o ne in fantry pIt.
follows each ta nk co. two turns after the
tank co. has entered. Smoke Screen: Hexes
I 827-2325(B), 3028-3330(B),
1128- J 329(A). Preparatory Fires: Hex es
3832(B), 3024(B), 0326(A), 0931(A).
2 Regiment OI"dcrs battalion to attack the
U .S. left flank to create a gap there. Tank
co. ( + ) (see Figure 3) enters on hex

25
1001(B); tank co. (+) enters on hex
2001(8); tank co. is iniriail"y deployed in
wood line 0907-1707(B) and SUppOrl~ lead
companies by fire until Game·Turn 10, then
follows the advance. Smoke Screen: Hexes
2531 - 3128(B),2226- 2724(B),
0449-0947(A), 0428-093I(A) . PreparalOry
Fires: 1533(8), 0831(A).
Regiment has ordered ballalion to attack
the centcr of sector (0 gai n control of the
d omi nan t high g round. Tank co . ( .(- ) e llle rs
on hex 260 1{B) on Game-Turn I; tank co.
( +) enters on hex 3601(B) o n Ga me-T urn
I; tank co. elllers on hex 3101 (B) on GameTu rn 5 and supports by fi re un til GameTurn 15, then follows in company formation. Smoke Screen: Hexes 2929-3128(D),
3128-3329(8), 0630- 1 128(A}. Prepararory
Fires: Hexes 2526(8) , 2925(8), 3826(8) ,
0226(A).
4 Regiment has ordered battalion to seize the
Asbachhohe (vic hex 093·IA) which
dominales the avenue of advancC'through
Ebersburen. Tank co. ( + ) e nters on hex
0201(A) on Gamc-Turn I ; tank co . (+)
enters on hex 1001(A) on Game-Turn I ;
tank co . ent ers on hex 070 1(A) o n Game·
Turn 5, suppo rls lead companies using
Sh ort Halt technique a nd passes th rough
lead companies [0 comi nue the attack if
necessary . Smoke Screen: Hexes
0531-1227(A), 31':29- 3330(8). PreparaTOry
Fires: H exes 0831(A) , J030(A), 0326(A) ,
0627(A).
5

Regim ent has ordered ba tkllion to by-pass
to the east o f the U.S. positiOn> . Tank co.
(+) e nters o n hex 100 1(A) o n Ga me-Turn
I ; lank co. (+ ) emcrs on hex 1901 (A) on
Game-T urn I ; tan k co . en ters on hex
1061(A) on Game-T urn 5 and rollows t he
lead companies. Smoke Screen: Hexes
0929- 1128(A), 1228- 1429{A) ,
3 J 29-3330(A), 1843-1943 - 2043(A) .
Preparalory Fires: Hexes 3 125(8) , 3426(B),
0126{A),0426(A).

6

A motori zed rifle ballal io n ( + ) has been
ordered to a llack t he high ground nort heast
or Ge rla fingen. Motorized rifle co. (+) (see
Figu re 1) enters on hex 1601 (B); moto rized
rifle co. (+) ellle rs o n hex 2801(B) ;
motor ized riflc co. ( + ) en ters on hex
020 1(A). Smoke Screen: H exes
043 I - 0929(A), 0648-0849(8),
2929 -31 28(B). Preparatory Fires: Hexes
1533(B), 2027(B), 2832(B), 0126(A) .

Special Rules:
INDIRECT FIRE:

-

Preparatory fire is execu ted by placing a 152mm
Impact marke r on the target . hex. T he fire is then
checked for scaUer and effec!. The -resulting impact hcx becomes the target hex ror the next Ind irec t Fire Phase . This cont inu es unt il a Soviet
unit is within six hexes of the impact hex.

VICTORY CONDlTfONS :
The U.S. Playe r receives one point for each
des troyed Soviet veh icl e. The Soviet pla yer
receives one po int for each des t royed U.S. lmit
a nd one poin t for each Soviet vehicle to exi t off the
sou th edge of the map.

GAME LENGTH:
The game las ts un til 30 Soviet veh icles ha ve been
destroyed or until all Soviet units have exiled the
map.

MEETING ENGAGEMENT (Map A)

GENERAL SITVATlON:
A U.S. tank-heavy company team has been
orde red to be the advan ce guard of a U.S. ta nk
ballal ion moving to a blocking positio n (off map)
[ 0 con tain a Soviet pene tration .

TASK ORGANIZATION:
U.S . Forces: HQ Section, tw o a rm o red platoo ns,
one mechanized inra mry platoon; Organic Sup·
po n: two 4.2 " morta rs; Direct Su pport: si~
155mm.

MISSION:

u.s. Pla~' er:Advance so uth along R te . I to blo ck ·

HGURE 3: Reinforced Tank Company Attack Formation

ing position (exit orf sou th edge of map).

DEPLOYMENT:
The U.S. force emer.\ the nor th edge of [h e map in
any fo rmation.
Sov ie ts : Each Game-Turn after the U.S. unit s have
com ple ted a ll movement, roll the die to determine
if' a Soviet fon:e is encountered . I r a one is rolled, it
means a Soviet force is enc ount ere d , and th e die is
rolled aga in 10 determine the.Soviet deployment.
Die Soviet D eployment

SOl'iet ....1ovement to Contact
T h ree T-62 plat O('Jns: enter on hexes 2253,
1853 ,2653. Objective: Exit north mapedge .
T wo BRDM overwatch 2740, 1944.
2 Three T-62' plalOons: emer on -hexes 0124,
0121,0118. Objective: Exit hexes
3942- 3946. Two 8RDM overwatch 1129,
0728.
Three T·62 platodns: en!er 3925 , 3922,
3919. Objec tive: Exit hexes 0103 -0106. Two
BR DM overwatc h 2728, 3321.
4 Th ree T-62 plat oo ns: enter 3938, 394 1,
3943 . Object ive: Exi t hexes 0 116-0124. T wo
8RDM overwatch 3438, 3421.

So Fief Hllsly Defense
5 T · 62: 0930,'1029,1129. BMP : 1844, 1944,
2044, 2640, 3538 .
6 T -62: 0731, 1229,2728 . BMP : 0426, 0627,
0828, 1944, 3321.
Sovie t R ei.nforcements: Each Ga me-Turn a flcr the
Sovie t main force is encountercd and after all U .S.
movemen t, roll the die to determ ine ir the Sovie ts
re~e ive re inforcements. A die roll of one me ans the
Sov iels receive reinfon:ement~, and the die is roiled again to d etermine the type.
Die Soviet Reinfu rcements
On e T· 62 p ia LOon: in overwatch posi tions
on Hi ll 502 (0252)
2 One T-62 plaLOon: e m er 1854. O bject ive:
Hill 48 5 (1945).
One T·62 platoon: em er 3938. Objec ti ve:
hill at 3539.
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4 Two l52mm artillery on nearest spotted
U.S. unit.
5 Two 122mm artillery on nearest spotted
U.S. unit.
6 One 152mm artillery on nearest sported
U .S. unit.

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The U.S. player receives onc point for each Soviet
vehicle employed, one point for each Soviet vehicle destroyed, and onc point for each U.S. vehicle
that exits the north mapedge. The Soviels receive
one point for each U. S. vehicle employed, one
poi IJ[ for each U .S. vehicle destroyed, and one
point for each Soviet vehicle that exits otT the
designated mapedge.

GAME LENGTH:
The game lasts until all U.S. units have exited the
map. U.S. units may exit any maped ge, bUI they

receive Victory Points ooly if they exit the north
mapedge
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FIGURE 4: Motorized Rifle Platoon Defensive Position

All infantry teams are in improved positions . Oddnumbered infantry teams are
armed with RPG anti-tank
weapons.

SpiGroups
The response to MOVES free listing
of SPl Groups has not been overwhelming thus far. In order for us to maintain
this service, we would appreciate more of
you sending us information on your clubs
and associations. For those of you who
are planning to send that infot mation for
future issues, here are the closing dates
for upcoming issues:
MOVES 50: End of February '80
MOVES 52: End of June '80
MOVES 54: End of October '80
Remember: we must have the complete information in hand by these dates
in order to include your listing (see
MOVES 40 for a detailed explanation of
what information is required). The
following key to listings provides an
outline of the necessary items:
U,vE(}NE

Three Digit Zip Code,
City!Agent's Last Name

Town

or

UNF.TWO

Number of Current Members/ Average
Birthdate/Year formed/Frequency of
meetings! and three ranked period
preferences, based on the Feedback
response numbers.
LINE THREE

Group Agent's full name and phone
number.
LINE FOUfI

Group Agent's full address.

Direction
of U. S. Threat

Reminder to All Existing Groups:
You will not be relisted unless you resubmit your data (it is suggested that you
photocopy an original file copy to save
yourself the bother of re-typing every
time).
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452 Cincinnati/Macintyre Group
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